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What about Bear?
Kaleidoscope
These leveled discussion questions about Fahrenheit 451 require students to read closely, make connections, and share
their analyses. Included are leveled comprehension questions and suggested answers.

Travel Adventures
These leveled discussion questions about Number the Stars require students to read closely, make connections, and share
their analyses. Included are leveled comprehension questions and suggested answers.

Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Development RL 8.0-9.0 Book 3
A boy helps an injured crane, that then returns in human form to weave silk and save the boy and his father from poverty.
Adapted from Japanese folktales and told in alternating prose and haiku.
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Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Development RL 6.0-7.0 Book 1
Full of magic and appealing characters, this classic novel takes readers on a remarkable adventure. It's Omri's birthday, but
all he gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little plastic Indian toy. Trying to hide his disappointment, Omri puts the Indian
in a metal cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother. Little
does Omri know that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic Indian into a real live man from an altogether
different time and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge
a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his precious Indian
from him?

Reading Comprehension: Lower. Tales to make you smile
Relates the tale of Rumpelstiltskin's childhood and youth, explaining why his name is so important, how he is able to spin
straw into gold, and why a first-born child is his reward for helping the miller's daughter-turned-queen.

Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Development RL 4.0-5.0 Book 2
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Where did the tree house come from? Before Jack and Annie can find out, the mysterious tree house whisks them
to the prehistoric past. Now they have to figure out how to get home. Can they do it before dark…or will they become a
dinosaur’s dinner? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with
Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for
the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to
your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

The Indian in the Cupboard
"Did Mama sing every day?" Caleb asks his sister Anna. "Every-single-day," she answers. "Papa sang, too." Their mother
died the day after Caleb was born. Their house on the prairie is quiet now, and Papa doesn't sing anymore. Then Papa puts
an ad in the paper, asking for a wife, and he receives a letter from one Sarah Elisabeth Wheaton, of Maine. Papa, Anna, and
Caleb write back. Caleb asks if she sings. Sarah decides to come for a month. She writes Papa: I will come by train. I will
wear a yellow bonnet. I am plain and tall, and Tell them I sing. Anna and Caleb wait and wonder. Will Sarah be nice? Will she
like them? Will she stay?
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The One-Eyed Giant
Ann Cameron's beloved and bestselling chapter book series about Julian, his brother Huey, and his friend Gloria all begins
right here! Julian has a big imagination. And he is great at telling stories. He can make people—especially his younger
brother, Huey—believe just about anything. Like the story about the cats that come in the mail. Or the fig leaves that make
you grow tall if you eat them off the tree. But some stories can lead to a heap of trouble, and that's exactly where Julian and
Huey end up! This book has been selected as a Common Core State Standards Text Exemplar (Grades 2–3, Stories) in
Appendix B. "You have to go a long way these days to find a book that leaves you feeling as happy as this one." —The New
York Times "There's a glow here that's hard to resist." —Booklist

A Child Called It
AT TALE OF TWO CITIESA Tale of Two Cities (1859) is a novel by Charles Dickens, located in London and Paris before and
during the French Revolution. The novel tells the story of the French doctor Manette, his 18 years of imprisonment at the
Bastille in Paris and his release in London with his daughter Lucie, whom he had never met; Lucie's marriage and the
collision between her beloved husband and the people who caused her father's imprisonment; and Mr. and Mrs. Defarge,
wine sellers in a poor suburb of Paris. History is confronted with the conditions that led to the French Revolution and the
reign of terror.CHARLES DICKENSCharles John Huffam Dickens (February 7, 1812 - June 9, 1870) was an English writer and
social critic. He has created some of the most famous fictional characters in the world and is considered by many to be the
greatest novelist of the Victorian era. His work enjoyed unprecedented popularity during his lifetime, and in the 20th
century critics and scholars had recognized him as a literary genius. His novels and short stories have a lasting
popularity.Born in Portsmouth, Dickens left school to work in a factory when his father was incarcerated in a debtors' prison.
Despite his lack of formal education, he published a weekly newspaper for 20 years, wrote 15 novels, five short stories,
hundreds of short stories and non-fiction articles, taught and played extensively, was a tireless writer and campaigned
vigorously for children's rights education and other social reforms.The literary success of Dickens began with the 1836
serial publication of The Pickwick Papers. In a few years he had become an international literary celebrity, famous for his
humor, his satire and his observation of character and society. His novels, mostly published monthly or weekly, were the
pioneers of the serial publication of narrative fiction, which became the dominant Victorian mode for novel publishing. The
down payment format allowed Dickens to gauge the reaction of his audience, and he often altered his plot and character
development based on such reactions. For example, when his wife's podiatrist expressed his distress at the way Miss
Mowcher in David Copperfield seemed to reflect his disabilities, Dickens improved the character with positive traits. His
plots were carefully constructed, and he often woven elements of topical events into his stories. Masses of the illiterate poor
chipped in ha'pennies to be read every new monthly episode, opening and inspiring a new class of readers.Dickens was
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considered the literary colossus of his age. His 1843 novel, A Christmas Carol, remains popular and continues to inspire
adaptations in every genre of art. Oliver Twist and Great Expectations are also frequently adapted, and, like many of his
novels, evoke images of early Victorian London. His 1859 novel, A Tale of Two Cities, which takes place in London and Paris,
is his best-known historical fiction. Dickens has been commended by other writers - from Leo Tolstoy to George Orwell and
GK Chesterton - for his realism, comedy, prose style, unique characterizations and social criticism. On the other hand, Oscar
Wilde, Henry James and Virginia Woolf complained of a lack of psychological depth, a vague writing and a vein of sacerdotal
sentimentalism. The term Dickensian is used to describe something that reminds Dickens and his writings, such as poor
social conditions or comically repugnant characters.

The Wild Christmas Reindeer
Tells the story of a child's abuse at the hands of his alcoholic mother

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
Dinosaurs Before Dark
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas.
When Nick learns some interesting information about how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best
plan everthe frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as
Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar,
and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle
doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.

Reading Comprehension: Upper. Tales for a dark night
This first book of Osborne's series based on the ancient tales by Homer introduces Odysseus, who must leave his home to
fight in the Trojan War. Illustrations.

Baby Rattlesnake
On Thanksgiving Day while everyone naps, Mouse spots one pea, a perfect feast, but he cannot help adding all of the
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fixings--until Cat spots him.

Fairy Tales of Brothers Grimm Comprehension Guide
A photocopiable resource to support the English language curriculum. It provides comprehension questions that require
pupils to answer with inference and deduction. It offers questions that provide opportunities for written, discussion or
drawing activities.

Bridge to Terabithia
This text provides students with the information needed to properly assess childhood language disorders and decide
appropriate treatments. The book covers language development from birth to adolescence.

Fahrenheit 451 Leveled Comprehension Questions
The 40th anniversary edition of the classic Newbery Medal-winning title by beloved author Katherine Paterson, with brandnew bonus materials including an author's note by Katherine herself and a foreword by New York Times bestselling author
Kate DiCamillo. Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. And he almost
is, until the new girl in school, Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become fast friends and spend most days in the woods
behind Leslie's house, where they invent an enchanted land called Terabithia. One morning, Leslie goes to Terabithia
without Jess and a tragedy occurs. It will take the love of his family and the strength that Leslie has given him for Jess to be
able to deal with his grief. Bridge to Terabithia was also named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and has become a
touchstone of children’s literature, as have many of Katherine Paterson’s other novels, including The Great Gilly Hopkins
and Jacob Have I Loved.

Essential Questions in Adolescent Literacy
Little Teeka thought she had to be firm with the reindeer to get them ready for Santa's important flight, but when her bossy
yelling only got their antlerstangled up, she knew she had to try something different."Beautifully conceived and finely
wrought." -- Booklist (starred review)"Brett's precise, glowing illustrations, drawing on Swedish folk art, make this a
beguiling Advent calendar of a book." -- Kirkus Reviews"AA? sweet Christmas fantasy that shows Brett at her best." -Publishers Weekly"This tale with its humorous close-ups of stubborn reindeer and a sharp child protagonist should prove
popular at story hours." -- School Library Journal
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Because of Winn-Dixie
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal
Buloni goes down to the local supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary
dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask
her father about her mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about everything that happens that
summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's
newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

Chocolate Fever
A young boy who loves to eat chocolate all day develops a disease called Chocolate Fever and decides to run away.

One is a Feast for Mouse
When Fox joins Goose and Bear for playtime, one of them is left out and someone must figure out how all three of them can
play together.

At Tale of Two Cities
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery
Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess
named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is
the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are
about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately,
into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With blackand-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.

Frindle
Students need purposeful practice on analyzing characters to improve reading comprehension. These fourth grade texts
capture student interest with focused, standards-based activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.
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Assessing and Teaching Reading Comprehension and Writing, 3-5
PDF eBook Reading Level 8.0-9.0 Ignite the interest of your reluctant reader and rekindle the enthusiasm of your
accomplished one with these high-interest reading comprehension eBooks with STUDENT ACTIVITY LESSONS. Each book
includes 10 original, exciting and informative short stories that cover a broad range of topics such as Tales of Adventure,
Science, Biographies, Tales of Fantasy, and Interpersonal Relationships. Multi-cultural and non-sexist guidelines have been
observed to provide reading material for a wide population. New vocabulary is defined and used in context. Pronunciation
entries are provided. Students learn how to preview and survey through a preview question by focusing on key sentences
and/or paragraphs designed to teach essential skills. Each lesson illustration is intended to add interest to the story and to
assist the reader in understanding the selections, plot, and character development. Each of the 27 eBooks; Is divided into
10 short stories; Was written using McGraw-Hill's Core Vocabulary; Has been measured by the Fry Readability Formula;
Includes 100 comprehension questions that test for main idea, critical thinking, inference, recalling details and sequencing;
Has 60 vocabulary exercises in modified Cloze format; contains complete answer keys for comprehension and vocabulary
exercises and Includes illustrations.

The Chronicles of Narnia (adult)
Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 4: Characters Passages and Questions
Peter thinks he has the world's biggest problem - his little brother, Fudge. Fudge causes trouble wherever he goes and it's
usually up to Peter to sort out the mess. When Peter wins a tiny green turtle called Dribble, he's determined to keep it away
from his brother. But when Fudge does get his hands on Dribble - disaster strikes! Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing is the
first book in this hugely successful series from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume, featuring cover art
from picture book star, Emily Gravett.

Language Disorders from Infancy Through Adolescence
Students need purposeful practice on making connections to improve reading comprehension. These third grade texts
capture student interest with focused, standards-based activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.

Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 3: Making Connections Passages and Questions
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Critical Thinking & Classic Tales: Fables
PDF eBook Reading Level 4.0-5.0 Ignite the interest of your reluctant reader and rekindle the enthusiasm of your
accomplished one with these high-interest reading comprehension eBooks with STUDENT ACTIVITY LESSONS. Each book
includes 10 original, exciting and informative short stories that cover a broad range of topics such as Tales of Adventure,
Science, Biographies, Tales of Fantasy, and Interpersonal Relationships. Multi-cultural and non-sexist guidelines have been
observed to provide reading material for a wide population. New vocabulary is defined and used in context. Pronunciation
entries are provided. Students learn how to preview and survey through a preview question by focusing on key sentences
and/or paragraphs designed to teach essential skills. Each lesson illustration is intended to add interest to the story and to
assist the reader in understanding the selections, plot, and character development. Each of the 27 eBooks; Is divided into
10 short stories; Was written using McGraw-Hill's Core Vocabulary; Has been measured by the Fry Readability Formula;
Includes 100 comprehension questions that test for main idea, critical thinking, inference, recalling details and sequencing;
Has 60 vocabulary exercises in modified Cloze format; contains complete answer keys for comprehension and vocabulary
exercises and Includes illustrations.

Rump
Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo
Journeys to the end of the world, fantastic creatures, and epic battles between good and evil -- what more could any reader
ask for in one book? The book that has it all is the lion, the witch and the wardrobe, written in 1949 by C. S. Lewis. But
Lewis did not stop there. Six more books followed, and together they became known as The Chronicles of Narnia. For the
past fifty years, The Chronicles of Narnia have transcended the fantasy genre to become part of the canon of classic
literature. Each of the seven books is a masterpiece, drawing the reader into a world where magic meets reality, and the
result is a fictional world whose scope has fascinated generations. This edition presents all seven books -- unabridged -- in
one impressive volume. The books are presented here according to Lewis's preferred order, each chapter graced with an
illustration by the original artist, Pauline Baynes. This edition also contains C. S. Lewis's essay "On Three Ways of Writing for
Children," in which he explains precisely how the magic of Narnia and the realm of fantasy appeal not only to children but
to discerning readers of all ages. Deceptively simple and direct, The Chronicles of Narnia continue to captivate fans with
adventures, characters, and truths that speak to all readers, even fifty years after the books were first published.

The Crane Girl
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Willful Baby Rattlesnake throws tantrums to get his rattle before he's ready, but he misuses it to scare the chief's daughter
and as a result, he learns a valuable lesson. Reprint.

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
In each chapter of this unique volume, an exemplary teacher collaborates with a prominent scholar to present real-world
strategies for putting literacy research to work in grades 5–12. These lively dialogues tackle key questions in adolescent
literacy, including issues of motivation, critical thinking skills, content-area writing, differentiated instruction, assessment,
English language learning, and technology. Suggestions for incorporating adolescents' out-of-school literacies and working
with reading specialists and coaches show how to build connections between the classroom and wider communities. Indepth portraits of challenges and successes in the classroom, practical instructional tips, and stimulating questions for
reflection make the book a valuable resource for inservice and preservice teachers.

Number the Stars Leveled Comprehension Questions
The performance tasks in this book are linked directly to instructional strategies and include holistic rubrics, analytic
rubrics, and assessment lists. They can be photocopied and distributed to your students. Included in this series are 98
performance tasks, 196 assessment lists, 18 holistic rubrics, 30 analytic rubrics, 88 graphic organizers

Ten Tales for Teaching English
PDF eBook Reading Level 6.0-7.0 Ignite the interest of your reluctant reader and rekindle the enthusiasm of your
accomplished one with these high-interest reading comprehension eBooks with STUDENT ACTIVITY LESSONS. Each book
includes 10 original, exciting and informative short stories that cover a broad range of topics such as Tales of Adventure,
Science, Biographies, Tales of Fantasy, and Interpersonal Relationships. Multi-cultural and non-sexist guidelines have been
observed to provide reading material for a wide population. New vocabulary is defined and used in context. Pronunciation
entries are provided. Students learn how to preview and survey through a preview question by focusing on key sentences
and/or paragraphs designed to teach essential skills. Each lesson illustration is intended to add interest to the story and to
assist the reader in understanding the selections, plot, and character development. Each of the 27 eBooks; Is divided into
10 short stories; Was written using McGraw-Hill's Core Vocabulary; Has been measured by the Fry Readability Formula;
Includes 100 comprehension questions that test for main idea, critical thinking, inference, recalling details and sequencing;
Has 60 vocabulary exercises in modified Cloze format; contains complete answer keys for comprehension and vocabulary
exercises and Includes illustrations.
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Sarah, Plain and Tall
Double Fudge by Judy Blume
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only himself until he is separated from the little girl who adores
him and travels across the country, acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr Lib Guild.
Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.

The Tale of Despereaux
A photocopiable resource to support the English language curriculum. It provides comprehension questions that require
pupils to answer with inference and deduction. It offers questions that provide opportunities for written, discussion or
drawing activities.

The Stories Julian Tells
Educational resource for teachers, parents and kids!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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